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Chapter 2 Get  Started

Open the battery compartment and Insert 2 new “AAA”batteries   (included in 

the package）into the back of clock .observe the current polarity .
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Chapter 3 Radio Controlled Clock

1.The clock will look for the WWVB time signal for 8 minutes when batteries 

are first installed. Buttons will not function during this search period. 

(      flashes on the LCD if the signal is OK )

2.The clock automatically search the time signal at 1:00 a.m. everyday to 

maintain accurate timing. For failed reception in 5 minutes, scanning stops 

and repeats again at 2:00 a.m. and 3:00 a.m.

3.The clock manually search the time signal by holding “WAVE” for 2 seconds. 

For failed reception in 5 minutes, scanning stops.

4.Press the button “WAVE” to stop scanning when receiving WWVB signal.

5.      turns on indicate signal received successfully.

6. If after 10 minutes the clock have not received the WWVB signal ,signal 

strength icon will disappear from the LCD display.

IMPORTANT: The clock will search the WWVB time signal when batteries 

are first installed. Buttons will not function during this search period. 

Press the WAVE button once to stop the WWVB signal search and 

manually set the time and time zone. The clock will search for the WWVB 

time signal again after midnight. 
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Chapter 4  Manually Time Setting 

1. Hold press the button”SET” for 2 seconds to enter time set mode, until 

“24HR”or”12HR”flash on the display.

2. Press the button”UP”or “DOWN” to choose the time format you would 

like.press the button”SET”to submit time format “12HR” or “24HR” your 

choose.

HOUR setting---Numbers of hour will flash after you submit time format,press 

the button “UP”or “DOWN”to set the HOUR time as you desired.

MINUTE setting---once finished setting HOUR time,press the button “SET “to 

maintain the minute numbers flash on the display,press the button “UP”or 

“Down”to set the MINUTE time as you desired.

Day setting---when complete setting MINUTE time,press the button “SET” to 

maintain the HOUR and MINUTE numbers flash on the display,and then press 

the the button”UP”and “DOWN”to set DAY such as MONDAY other.

MONTH setting---when Day setting is done,press the button “SET”to maintain 

the” MONTH “flash on the display,and then press the button”UP”and 

“DOWN”set MONTH.

DATE setting----when MONTH setting is completed,press the button”SET”to 

maintain the DATE flash on the display,and then press the button”UP”and 

“DOWN” to set DATE numbers.

AT last press the button”SET”to submit and exit setting.

TEPMPERATURE setting---- Press the button “DOWN” to display Fahrenheit 

or Celsius temperature. 
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Chapter 5  Daily Alarm Setting  

1. Hold Press the button” ALARM ” button for 4 seconds until the HOUR 

numbers flash on the display,press the button”UP”or“DOWN”to set HOUR time 

and press the button “ALARM” to submit.

2. MINUTE time flash on the display indicate it is available to press the 

button”UP” or “DOWN”to set MINITE time.press the button”ALARM”to submit 

and return time display.

3. When alarm sounds ,press the button”ALARM”to switch it off.

4. Activate and Deactivate Time Alarm

– press the button”ALARM” once to activate the Alarm, the alarm Icon        will 

come out.

– Press the button”ALARM” once again to deactivate the Alarm,the alarm 

Icon        will disappear.
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Chapter 6  Snooze (Silence Alarm Temporarily)

1. When alarm sounds, press the button “SNOOZE/LIGHT” to silence the alarm 

for 5 minutes. 

The alarm icon Zz will flash.

2. In snooze mode, press any button to stop alarm for one day.
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Chapter 7  Time Zone

1. There are four time zones (Pacific, Mountain, Central and Eastern).

2.Press the button “UP”to select your time zone. 

The selected time zone will be filled in on the USA map. 
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Chapter 8  Back light

Press the button “SNOOZE/LIGHT “to activate the backlight for 5 seconds 

when it is dark to watch time or you wake in the morning. 
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Temperature Range: +14℉ to +122℉ (-10℃ to 50°C) 

Power: 2-AAA, IEC, LR3 batteries (included) 

Battery Life: Battery life is over 12 months

Dimensions: 3.71inch x 2.20inch x 2.07inch  (9.42x 5.58 x 5.25cm) 

Chapter 9  Specifications
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1. Do not mix old and new batteries.

2. Do not mix Alkaline, Standard, Lithium or Rechargeable Batteries.

3. You had better purchase the correct size and grade of battery most suitable 

for intended use. 4.Replace all batteries of a set at the same time. 

5. Battery shall not be exposed to excessive heat such as, sunshine, heaters, 

fire or it's likeness.

6. Avoid leaving the unit in direct sunlight or in hot, humid, dusty places.

7. The cabinet can be cleaned with a slightly damp cloth under the condition 

that the battery compartment is closed.

Chapter 10  Care and Maintenance

All rights reserved. This manual may not be reproduced in any form, even in 

part, or duplicated or processed using electronic, mechanical or chemical 

process without the written permission of the publisher. This booklet may 

contain errors or misprints. The information it contains is regularly checked 

and corrections are included in subsequent editions. We disclaim any 

responsibility for any technical error or printing error, or their consequences. 

All trademarks and patents are recognized.
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Note: The alarm is crescendo sound. The alarm will sound for 2 minutes 

and then shut off completely. 

Note: The Time Zone cannot be set while the clock is searching for the 

WWVB time signal. 
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